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Abstract2
A substantial amount of evidence indicates a relevant role played by the nonlocal3
electron-phonon couplings in the mechanism of charge transport in organic semiconduc-4
tors. In this work, we compute the nonlocal electron-phonon coupling for the prototyp-5
ical molecular semiconductors rubrene and tetracene using the phonon modes obtained6
from ab initio methods. We do not make the rigid molecular approximation allowing a7
mixing of intra- and intermolecular modes and we use a supercell approach to sample8
the momentum space. Indeed, we find that some low-frequency intramolecular modes9
are mixed with the rigid-molecule translations and rotations in the modes with the10
strongest electron-phonon coupling. To rationalize the results we propose a convenient11
decomposition of the delocalized lattice modes into molecular-based modes.12
1
1 Introduction13
There is now overwhelming evidence that the charge mobility in molecular semiconductor is14
limited by the coupling of the carrier with low frequency phonon through nonlocal electron-15
phonon coupling, i.e. the modulation of the transfer integral between nearest neighbours due16
to large amplitude molecular motions.1–3 The proposed role of nonlocal electron-phonon cou-17
pling dates back to the 70s4 and was reconsidered a number of times in the context of band18
transport (in Boltzman transport theory5 phonons are responsible of the carrier scattering)19
or band renormalization theory,6,7 i.e. where the coupling with the phonons decreases the20
band-width slowing down the carrier which would acquire a larger effective mass. The math-21
ematical details of band renormalization theory due to nonlocal electron-phonon coupling22
are relatively involved but, ultimately, this way of accounting for the nonlocal coupling does23
not alter the mechanism of transport: delocalised carrier in (polaronic) band are expected24
to be scattered (infrequently) by impurities. This idea is challenged in two different ways. If25
one considers a good molecular semiconductor with mobility µ ' 1 cm2/(V·s) at room tem-26
perature it is possible to work out the mean free path for the carrier in a band which should27
be typically of the order of few Angstroms, i.e. too short for a delocalised transport picture28
and beyond the Ioffe-Regel criterion.8 Another important insight, derived from coupled clas-29
sical molecular dynamics and quantum chemistry simulations, is that the collective effect of30
the low frequency modes is to generate a modulation of the transfer integral of amplitudes31
comparable to the transfer integral itself and of timescale of the order of ' 1 ps, comparable32
with the timescale of carrier dynamics.7,9,10 This is conveniently termed “dynamic disorder”33
because of the little correlation observed in the fluctuation of the transfer integrals.134
Many theoretical works have attempted a description of this highly coupled charge-35
phonon dynamics involving methods developed in chemical physics and solid state physics36
and including Erhenfest dynamics11 and modified surface hopping12,13 on model Hamilto-37
nian14–17 or realistic chemical models.18,19 All these models suggest that the effect of dynamic38
disorder is to cause dynamic localisation, i.e. the instantaneous eigenstates of the system are39
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localised but the dynamic nature of the disorder itself promotes propagation of the charge.40
An intuitive yet quantitative picture was proposed by Fratini and co-worker, according to41
which the charge diffusivity is the ratio between a squared “transient localisation” and a42
characteristic time for the charge to be localised.843
Somewhat encouraged by these theoretical proposals a number of experimental groups44
started developing methodologies to characterise and control the dynamic disorder, because,45
regardless of the detail of the theory, reducing disorder is expected to increase the mobil-46
ity. The team in Cambridge has pioneered a new technique to evaluate the large amplitude47
motions of molecular semiconductors in situ via electron diffraction20 and rationalised the48
higher performance of semiconductors on the basis of reduced dynamic disorder.21 The team49
led by Takeya has proposed that a suitable mechanical deformation of molecular films can50
improve their performances by controlling the amount of dynamic disorder.22 These meth-51
ods nicely complement the data on molecular crystal vibration traditionally obtained via52
Raman spectroscopy.23 Currently there are no design principles for molecules or materials53
to display the smallest possible amount of nonlocal electron-phonon coupling and, in many54
of the theories, the effect of disorder is understood as a cumulative effect of many low fre-55
quency modes. Analysing the nonlocal electron-phonon coupling in detail, mode by mode56
(as done in the early works24), can reveal interesting chemical patterns and possibly even57
suggest new chemical design rules for materials insensitive to disorder. The phonon modes58
in semiconducting crystals have been traditionally computed under the rigid-body approxi-59
mation,25 i.e. assuming that intramolecular restoring forces are stronger in comparison with60
the deformation forces exerted on each molecule by the weak van der Waals (vdW) inter-61
molecular interactions.26 The main advantage of this assumption is to offer a convenient62
physical picture in which an effective separation between the internal (molecular vibrations)63
and external (acoustic and intermolecular translations and librations) degrees of freedom can64
be carried out.1065
However, this is a significant hindrance to an accurate description of the electron-phonon66
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(a) (b)
Figure 1: The crystal structure and lattice parameters within the (a) bc layer of rubrene and
(b) ab layer of tetracene unit cells. In both cases we highlight the symmetry inequivalent
molecular pairs for which the electron transfer integrals are computed (red arrows).
coupling at low frequency, where the strength of the nonlocal electron-phonon coupling is67
affected by the hybridization of intra- and inter- molecular vibration modes.27,2868
The aim of this work is to study the nonlocal electron-phonon coupling in two prototypical69
systems (see Figure (1)), tetracene (chosen for its simplicity and small size) and rubrene (one70
of the best performing molecular semiconductor – with a fairly large unit cell) using phonons71
obtained from quantum chemical methods.29,30 We adopt a methodology that is relatively72
fast (to be potentially translated into a materials discovery tool) but (i) able to deal with73
the growing diversity of the chemical space currently explored, unlike the classical force field74
used earlier, and (ii) able to incorporate the effect of dispersion interactions, which limited75
the effectiveness of simple DFT methodologies until few years ago. We explore aspects such76
as the importance of sampling the q -space, the relative importance of acoustic and optical77
modes and their possible mixing, the identification of specific modes with high electron-78
phonon coupling and useful rationalisation of the results.79
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2 Method and computational details80
2.1 Model Hamiltonian81
A tight-binding Hamiltonian for the study of charge transport in molecular semiconductors82
can be written as:83
Hˆ = Hˆel + Hˆph + Hˆel−ph (1)
the electronic part of the Hamiltonian is:84
Hˆel =
∑
i
ε0i aˆ
†
i aˆi +
∑
i 6=j
t0ij aˆ
†
i aˆj (2)
where i and j indexes indicate molecular orbitals localised on the corresponding molecule85
(e.g. the HOMOs for hole transport), ε0i and t0ij represent the on-site electronic energy and86
the transfer integral terms; aˆ†i (aˆi) are the creation (annihilation) electron operators. The87
transfer integrals have non-zero value only between molecules in contact. The phonon term88
is described by:89
Hˆph =
∑
I
~ωI(bˆ†I bˆI +
1
2
) (3)
where bˆ†i (bˆi) are creation (annihilation) phonon operators. In this case, the label I incor-90
porates the continuous wavevector q and the phonon branch λ along with the corresponding91
phonon frequencies ωI .92
The force constant matrices can also be represented in the Fourier space (dynamical93
matrices) whence the dependence of the phonon frequency (ω) on the wavevector (q) can94
be computed (phonon-dispersion relations). Lastly, the electron-phonon interaction part is95
expressed as:96
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Hˆel−ph =
∑
i,I
gIi (bˆ
†
I + bˆI)aˆ
†
i aˆi +
∑
i 6=j,I
gIij(bˆ
†
I + bˆI)aˆ
†
i aˆj (4)
where the coupling term consists of the electron and phonon operators linked by the97
electron-phonon coupling. The total electron-phonon coupling is explicitly separated in98
terms of the local (gIi ) and the nonlocal (gIij) contributions.3 These two terms represent99
different physical pictures in which either the predominantly intramolecular (local) or the100
predominantly intermolecular (nonlocal) vibrations couple to the electronic states participat-101
ing in the transport phenomena. The transfer integral between two electronic states (defined102
as |i〉 and |j〉) can be recast as,103
tij = 〈i|Hˆ|j〉 = t0ij +
∑
I
gIijQI (5)
where QI is the dimensionless coordinate of the associated normal mode.25 Finally, it is104
worth noticing that to create a link between the general Hamiltonian and the computational105
method, the electronic operators are expressed in the basis of localized molecular orbitals106
while the phonon operators are in the basis of the (delocalized) system phonons.107
2.2 Computational details108
In this work, the interatomic forces have been calculated by employing the self-consistent-109
charge density-functional tight-binding (SCC-DFTB) method as implemented in the DFTB+110
software package.29–32 The DFTB semi-empirical method can be described as an interme-111
diate step between a simple parametrized tight-binding model and a fully ab initio density112
functional theory (DFT) making it a very efficient methodology to compute electronic and113
mechanical properties of large systems while preserving quantum mechanical effects.33 In the114
case of the electronic structure calculations, the diagonal elements of the resulting general115
tight-binding Hamiltonian matrix are chosen to be self-consistent atomic DFT eigenvalues116
evaluated with the PBE exchange-correlation functional, while the off-diagonal elements are117
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calculated in a two-center approximation as is the case of the employed 3-ob-1 Slater-Koster118
set parameter.33,34 In order to characterise the weakly vdW interactions responsible of the119
intermolecular interactions in the crystalline phases the recently developed DFTB-D3 for-120
malism is employed35,36 in which the Coulomb interaction between atomic partial charges121
is improved by expanding in a Taylor series the exchange-correlation energy functional up122
to third order correction in order to include the charge dependence of the Hubbard param-123
eter.37 The atomic positions of the unit cell using periodic boundary conditions (PBC) are124
optimized keeping the experimental lattice values fixed. The conjugate gradient method has125
been used with a force-threshold criterion of 10−6 Hartree per Bohr radius.126
In connection with the solution of the electronic tight-binding Hamiltonian, the Hessian127
matrix is computed at the obtained relaxed geometry where the corresponding harmonic128
normal modes of the unit cell at Γ-point are calculated by diagonalizing the mass-weighted129
Hessian. In order to test the accuracy of our methodology for the gas-phase molecules, we130
have computed the electronic (energy level splittings) and mechanical properties (vibrational131
frequencies) of tetracene and rubrene with DFTB+ and compare the obtained results with132
the ones calculated from the all-electron first-principle calculations as implemented in the133
Gaussian 09 software.38–40 Based on the results obtained from this procedure and shown in134
the ESI, we can conclude that DFTB+ delivers reliable results to describe the mechanical135
properties of the aforementioed systems.136
To investigate the phonon dispersion relations in crystalline phases, we have employed137
the frozen phonon calculation in which the sampling of the q-space relies on calculation of138
second derivatives of the energy on sufficiently large supercells.41–43 Consequently, we have139
found that a supercell size of 2×2×2 is necessary to describe all normal modes for tetracene140
while for rubrene a supercell size of 1 × 4 × 2 is required. These calculations have been141
carried employing a 1 × 1 × 1 k-point sampling Monkhorst-Pack scheme. The aforemen-142
tioed supercells yield converged phonon band structure in which no noticeable changes are143
observed.44 The accuracy of this methodology has been contrasted in the case of tetracene144
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crystal by comparing with the reported results in literature and calculations obtained by145
Density Functional Perturbation Theory (DFPT) as implemented in the Quantum-Espresso146
package validating the use of DFTB+ to describe the mechanical properties in these mate-147
rials (a detailed discussion and the corresponding phonon band structures are displayed in148
the ESI).45,46149
The transfer integral between neighbouring molecular pairs was computed from calcula-150
tions of isolated dimers. The Kohn-Sham total Hamiltonian for these systems is calculated151
by employing an orthonormalised atomic basis set. The block-diagonal methodology has152
been used to construct the diabatic Hamiltonian in terms of the selected localized molecular153
orbitals by correctly transforming the Fock matrix extracted from adiabatic first-principle154
calculations.47 Thus, the off-diagonal terms of the transformed Hamiltonian are the desired155
charge-carrier transfer integrals and computed as:156
tij = 〈i|Fˆ|j〉 (6)
where Fˆ is the Fock operator of the dimer system and |i〉, |j〉 represent the molecular or-157
bitals localised on molecule i and j, respectively. Throughout this study the transfer integrals158
of tetracene and rubrene organic semiconductors are computed by employing the localised159
highest-occupied molecular orbitals (HOMO) of each moiety at the studied molecular-pair.160
Calculations of the transfer integrals are carried out performing ab initio calculations at the161
B3LYP/6-31G* level of theory as implemented in Gaussian 09.40162
According to Eq. 5, the nonlocal electron-phonon coupling due to mode I and for molec-163
ular pair ij can be expressed as:164
gIij =
∂tij
∂QI
(7)
To evaluate efficiently the derivative in Eq. 7 we represent the mode as a vector of165
Cartesian displacements QcI = {xIk}. The Cartesian gradient of the transfer integral can be166
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defined as ∇tij = {∂tij∂xk } (the elements of this vector are zero if displacements xk are not of167
the molecules i or j). The electron phonon coupling can be then computed as:168
gIij = ∇tij ·QcI (8)
This formulation is useful because the first term of the product does not depend on the169
phonons and only includes a limited number of differentiation (6Na where Na is the number170
of atoms in one molecule) while the second term does not depend on the electronic coupling.171
To evaluate ∇tij, a range of displacements from −0.01 Å to 0.01 Å for each component of172
the gradient and a five-point numerical derivative scheme have been employed.173
3 Results and Discussion174
3.1 Phonon dispersion175
The underlying lattice environment of each molecular crystal defines not only the moiety176
packing but also the nature of the participating phonons in which the charge carrier transfer177
process occurs. Modes with frequency higher than 200 cm−1 are typically intramolecular,178
have modest dispersion, and can be conveniently and effectively described from gas phased179
calculations. The low frequency phonons are expected to be the ones with the strongest180
nonlocal electron-phonon coupling and for which a strong mixture between intra- and inter-181
molecular modes can be anticipated. Therefore, to study the behaviour of these modes along182
the high-symmetry directions where the charge carrier mobility is high the computation of183
the phonon band structure is necessary.184
The results of our calculations (displayed in Figure 2) show a complex phonon spectra for185
tetracene and rubrene. Firstly, we can observe that in both cases the lowest-lying acoustic186
branches display an intricated behavior in which a manifold of crossings and anti-crossings187
of the different phonon bands are observed. In the case of rubrene (Figure 2(a)), because188
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Figure 2: Calculated phonon dispersion shown for (a) rubrene and (b) tetracene molecular
crystals along selected high-symmetry points where the charge carrier mobility is high. For
rubrene, we selected Γ (0, 0, 0), S (0, 0.5, 0) and T (0, 0.5, 0.5) high-symmetry points. In the
case of tetracene, the depicted points are Γ (0, 0, 0), B (0.5, 0, 0) and K (0.5, 0.5, 0). The
frequency range for both organic semiconductors has been chosen to depict phonon branches
whose energy is equivalent to room temperature energy (kBT ).
of the larger number of low frequency modes in the isolated molecule, the lattice (acous-189
tic) and inter-molecular modes are mixed leading to a new combination of atomic collective190
movements. On the other hand, tetracene phonon spectra (Figure 2(b)) are more easily inter-191
preted because the highest-lying acoustic mode interacts weakly with the first intramolecular192
accessible modes.193
Finally, an important difference between rubrene and tetracene can be observed in terms194
of the behaviour of the phonon branches along the paths S-T and B-K. For tetracene, the195
low-frequency phonon branches exhibit dispersion while in rubrene the initial normal modes196
are merged into bands with almost flat dispersion ascribed to localized modes of vibration197
in the crystal.198
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Table 1: HOMO-HOMO transfer integrals (in meV) for tetracene and rubrene selected molec-
ular pairs as shown in Figure 1. Computed values of this work have been compared with
previous theoretical calculations10,26,48,49 and available experimental results.50,51
This work References
Tetracene
t12 -76.18 7050 -69.549
t13 -7.49 - -5.149
t23 25.34 2250 17.149
Rubrene t12 -18.49 10 ± 15
51 1510 23 ± 1048 -626
t13 102.04 108 ± 451 8310 143 ± 5148 12526
3.2 Analysis of the nonlocal electron-phonon coupling199
The magnitude of the equilibrium transfer integrals computed for this work are reported200
in Table 1 alongside other values found in literature for the same system to display an201
overall good level of agreement. Note that the sign of the integral between translationally202
non-equivalent molecules depends on an arbitrary sign of the basis orbital and the sign203
differences in Table 1 are not significant.204
The indexes used in each value of the transfer integral represent the possible combina-205
tions between adjacent molecules following the nomenclature introduced in Figure 1. Before206
discussing the individual contribution to the nonlocal electron-phonon coupling it is conve-207
nient to consider the standard deviation (σ2) as a global measure of the fluctuation of the208
transfer integrals when compared with their average values. If the vibrations are treated209
quantum mechanically and thermally averaged this quantity can be computed as:25210
σ2ij =
1
N
∑
I
gIij
2
2
coth
(
~ωI
2kBT
)
(9)
where ωI is the frequency of the normal mode, kB the Boltzmann constant, T the absolute211
temperature and N the number of points employed to sample the q-space. Eq. 9 quantifies212
the relationship between the nonlocal electron−phonon coupling and all accessible normal213
modes statistically weighted by the relative importance of phonon occupation at a given214
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(a) (b)
Figure 3: Spectral densities for (a) tetracene dimer 13 and (b) rubrene dimer 13 (following
the nomenclature of Figure 1) with different q-points sampling (n× n× n).
temperature.215
To corroborate the accuracy of this methodology, we have computed the values of the216
standard deviation (σ2) for rubrene for molecular pairs 12 (σ12 = 9.7 meV) and 13 (σ12 = 49.1217
meV) which are in good agreement to reported values of 9.9 and 50.8 meV, respectively.48218
Tabular representation is not particularly convenient to appreciate the trends and identify219
the most important modes coupled to the electron because of the large number of phonon220
vibrations. We therefore define the spectral density function for the nonlocal electron-phonon221
coupling as:222
Jij(ω) =
1
2N~
∑
I
gIij
2
δ(ω − ωI) (10)
where the squared electron-phonon coupling weights the contribution of each mode in223
the spectrum of frequencies.52 In the numerical analysis, the δ function has been replaced224
by a Gaussian distribution with a width of σ = 5 cm−1.225
Because of the large dispersion of the low frequency modes and their role in nonlocal226
electron-phonon coupling, it is not known a priori how accurately one should sample the re-227
ciprocal space to obtain converged results for the spectral density Jij(ω). We have performed228
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calculation of the spectral density using a range of sampling of the q-space and report the229
results in Figure 3. Already with a sampling of 2× 2× 2 in the reciprocal space the Js are230
reasonably well described with the results barely changing for sampling beyond 5× 5× 5.231
The spectral density of symmetry independent molecular pair in the high mobility pair of232
rubrene and tetracene are reported in Figure (4) and Figure (5), respectively. As a result of233
the analysis, it is observed that the strongest nonlocal electron-phonon couplings are reported234
in frequency ranges below 200 cm−1 for both systems where in the case of tetracene the most235
intense component is reported in the J12 coupling while for rubrene is reported in the J13236
component. Likewise, a strong directionality in the strength of the nonlocal electron-phonon237
coupling is observed in the two cases.238
For tetracene, the molecular dimer 12 reports the strongest couplings while in the case239
of rubrene the nonlocal electron-phonon coupling of the dimer 13 dominates in the low-240
frequency phonon range of the spectrum. In the case of middle-range phonon frequencies241
(200 cm−1 ≤ ω ≤ 1500 cm−1), we observe that some of these normal modes are moderately242
coupled with the electrons participating in the transport phenomena. This effect is more243
pronounced in tetracene where more coupled modes are found in comparison with rubrene244
as can be observed in Figure 4(a,b,c) and Figure 5(a,b).245
Analogously, our analysis also suggests that some high-frequency modes also contribute246
to the total strength of the nonlocal electron-phonon coupling especially in frequency ranges247
located at 1500 cm−1 < ω < 1900 cm−1 for both molecular crystals.248
At this point, we now turn to discussing the actual role played by the strength of nonlocal249
electron-phonon couplings as limiting factor in the charge carrier mobility of organic semi-250
conductors and its influence on the fluctuation of the transfer integral.3,7,53 In this sense,251
Eq. 9 offers a suitable theoretical framework to discern the importance of particular set252
of nonlocal electron-phonon couplings once the effect of thermal population of phonons is253
included. Thus, for tetracene the 87 % of the computed total variance σ2ij (Eq. 9) for all the254
three investigated dimers can be ascribed to modes whose frequencies are below 200 cm−1.255
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Figure 4: Total spectral density (black line) for dimer 12 (a-b), 13 (c-d) and 23 (e-f) of
tetracene. The right panel provides a decomposition of the spectral density in local transla-
tion (T1, 2, 3=l1, l2, l3), rotations (R1, 2, 3=l4, l5, l6) and intramolecular vibrations (Vn relate
to lK≥7) local modes of the monomers in the pair. The label above each peak represents the
dominant component of the corresponding vibration.
For rubrene this percentage in both studied molecular pairs is 91 %.256
3.3 Local decomposition of the lattice vibrations257
A rigorous separation between intramolecular and intermolecular modes can not be carried258
out with the exception of the three-acoustic modes at the Γ point, corresponding to the259
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Figure 5: Total spectral density (black line) for dimer 12 (a-b), 13 (c-d) of rubrene. The right
panel provides a decomposition of the spectral density in local translation (T1, 2, 3=l1, l2, l3),
rotations (R1, 2, 3=l4, l5, l6) and intramolecular vibrations (Vn relate to lK≥7) local modes of
the indicated monomers in the pair. The label above each peak represents the dominant
component of the corresponding vibration.
trivial translation of the crystal. Because of the large number of modes per unit cell and260
their delocalised nature (especially for low-frequency modes) it is very difficult to visualise261
the modes that are more strongly coupled with the charge transport.262
Since this coupling involves two neighbouring molecules it is useful to devise a projection263
of the crystal modes into modes localised on a molecular pair to rationalize the nature of264
the modes associated with large electron-phonon coupling. The molecular dimer is further265
decomposed in terms of the participating molecular monomers offering a local vibrational266
basis set. We define a set of molecular modes {liK} localized on molecule i and expressed267
as mass-weighted Cartesian coordinates where K is the index of the molecular mode. The268
modes from K = 7 to K = 3Na where Na is the number of atoms in a molecule, correspond269
to the vibrational modes of the molecule in gas phase. The modes for K = 1, 2, 3 are the270
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(a) (b)
(c) (f)
Figure 6: Definition of localised translation and rotation modes for tetracene and rubrene
molecular complexes. (a, b) translation modes for tetracene and rubrene, respectively. The
labels T1, T2 and T3 are movement of each monomer along x, y and z axes corresponding
to liK=1, 2, 3; (c, d) Three molecular rotations (R1, R2 and R3) for the tetracene and rubrene
molecule along the three different coordinate axes (indicated by arrows) related to the labels
liK=4, 5, 6 (see main text for details of the nomenclature).
translation modes of the rigid molecule and K = 4, 5, 6 are the rotation modes of the rigid271
molecule. They are defined in Figure 6 for the molecules considered here. Any crystal mode272
QI (now expressed in mass-weighted Cartesian coordinates) can be projected into each of273
the localized modes and (QI · liK)2 is the weight of molecular mode K of molecule i on the274
crystal mode I. We can therefore decompose the spectral density as sum of molecular mode275
components as follows (assuming that all modes are normalized):276
Jij(ω) =
∑
K
JKij (ω) (11)
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Figure 7: Selected gas-phase molecular vibrations for tetracene (top) and rubrene (bottom)
giving a large contribution to the phonons with strongest electron-phonon coupling. The
displacements are highlighted by green arrows.
where,277
JKij (ω) =
1
2N~
∑
I
[(QI · liK)2 + (QI · ljK)2]gIij
2
δ(ω − ωI) (12)
For simplicity we do not distinguish if a mode affecting the coupling between molecule i278
and j is localized more on one of the two molecules. The first equality is a consequence of the279
completeness of the subspace of the localized normal modes. At this point we can enrich the280
plot of the spectral density Jij(ω) by specifying what fraction of that spectral density derives281
from a particular group of modes. In the Figures 4(c,d,f) and 5(c,d), we have grouped the282
components of Jij(ω) into translation, rotation and all other intramolecular vibration. The283
definition of the translation and rotational directions used in the present analysis are given284
in Figure 6 while a representation of selected important modes for the two systems studied285
here is given in Figure 7.286
In the case of tetracene, the rotational (R2, R3) and translational (T3) molecular modes287
are the predominant contributing modes for frequency ranges below 50 cm−1 as shown in288
Figure 4(d,e,f). Likewise, the projection methodology pinpoints the importance of some289
particular intramolecular vibrations, particularly strong in the case of rubrene. Indeed,290
the role played by those modes in the phonon dispersion relation has been a particularly291
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challenging source of debate due to the lack of an appropriate theoretical framework where292
those vibrations can be separately studied.26 As an example, the first important contribution293
of these low-frequency gas-phase vibrations into the total spectral function in tetracene can294
be found at frequencies around 120 and 250 cm−1 for the molecular pair 12, respectively. A295
sketch of the atomic movements associated to these vibrations (V2, V5) is presented in Figure296
7(a, b), where one can observe how these modes display a large out-of-plane deformations of297
the molecular backbone and where one half of the molecule motion is similar to a computed298
libration mode (Figure 6(c)).299
High frequency modes with strong electron-phonon coupling (like V70) have the charac-300
ter of C-C stretching combination as expected (see Figure 7(c)). In the case of rubrene,301
intramolecular vibrations contribute more strongly to the low frequency part of the spectral302
density as shown in Figure 5(c). From the analysis of the spectral density, we know that303
all three rotations contribute significantly to the total spectral density at frequency ranges304
below 50 cm−1 in combination with the intramolecular mode V3. The contribution of low-305
frequency intramolecular modes seen in rubrene but not in tetracene is in part due to the306
presence of low frequency mode in the isolated rubrene molecule. However, of the five modes307
of rubrene below 70 cm−1 only two display a strong coupling with the carrier. The most308
important contributions are reported at V3, V15 and V165 which are located at frequency309
regions around 25 cm−1, 125 cm−1 and 1600 cm−1, correspondingly. Also here, we observe310
for the first two modes a large out-of-plane deformation of the molecular backbone. In this311
case half of the motion depicted in V3 matches the librational mode displayed in Figure312
6(f). The mode V15 corresponds to a mirrored version of the atomic motion illustrated in313
the previously mentioned librational mode, while the mode V165 displays a familiar bond314
stretching patterns as can be observed in Figure 7(f).315
In conclusion, the projection onto the isolated molecular modes provides a simple but316
powerful way to interpret the bare data obtained from the spectral density. A general317
observed trend in our calculations is that the most strongly coupled modes have the character318
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of large out-of-plane deformation of particular combination of C-C stretching in the organic319
core.320
3.4 Graphical visualization of strongly coupled modes321
The description of the phonon with the largest nonlocal electron-phonon coupling does not322
reveal any simple pattern and it is maybe not suitable to describe the underlying physical323
reasons that make a mode more or less strongly coupled to the charge-carrier. A simple324
analysis can be derived considering the Eq. 8 used to compute the electron-phonon coupling325
as the scalar product between the gradient of the transfer integral in a molecular dimer (∇tij)326
and the phonon displacement (QcI). Analogously, the (squared) scalar product between ∇tij327
and the localized molecular modes liK measure the importance of that mode on the nonlocal328
electron-phonon coupling. In doing so, we can graphically represent both quantities as a set329
of arrows centered on the corresponding atoms for the different studied molecular pairs (see330
Figure 8).331
To illustrate this representation for tetracene, the gradient ∇tij is represented alongside332
the vibration V5 on one of the molecules in the 12 pair in Figure 8(a). Thus, one can333
graphically observe the considerable overlap between the direction of movements of few334
atoms and direction of the transfer integral gradient, which explains the moderate strength335
of the electron-phonon coupling in Figure 4(a). Similarly, the projection analysis has been336
performed onto a high-frequency mode V68 on the monomer 1 of the dimer 13 indicating the337
overlap of the ∇tij and the displacement of carbon atoms located in the organic-core as is338
depicted in Figure 8(b). Finally, the strongest nonlocal electron-phonon coupling associated339
to a high-frequency normal mode is observed in Figure 8(c), where many of the atomic340
displacements go along with the directionality of the charge transfer.341
For rubrene, the projection has been performed onto the low-frequency modes V2,3 on the342
monomer 1 of the isolated dimer 13 where the outcome of the analysis has been plotted in343
Figure 8(d, e). The results display a strong correlation between several atomic displacements344
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Figure 8: Superposition of the gradient of the transfer integral (red arrows) and green arrows,
for modes localised on a single molecule.
with the direction in which the charge transfer is occurring offering a resolved explanation345
to the large nonlocal electron-phonon coupling reported in Figure 5(b). The high-frequency346
mode V165 has been projected on monomer 1 using the isolated molecular pair 13 (Fig-347
ure 8(f)). The corresponding atomic displacements along this normal phonon mode and348
the transfer integral gradient display a poor correlation explaining the reported moderate349
electron-phonon coupling.350
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Finally, it has been noted above that the gradient of the transfer integral can be computed351
relatively quickly, while computing the phonons is expensive especially if a good sampling of352
the q space is required. If one is interested in computational screening of compounds with353
a relatively smaller electron phonon coupling, Eq. 8 suggests that it may be convenient to354
search for the ones with small |∇tij|.355
4 Conclusions356
In conclusion, we have performed a systematic study of the nonlocal electron-phonon cou-357
pling employing first-principle calculations of phonons for prototypical semiconductor or-358
ganic molecular crystals. We found, as anticipated, a very substantial mixing of intra- and359
intermolecular motions at low frequency, which prevents the accurate evaluation of electron-360
phonon coupling using a rigid molecule approximation and it is particularly evident for larger361
molecules such as rubrene. The computation of the nonlocal electron phonon coupling re-362
veals a complex pattern which was interpreted by projecting the phonon modes onto isolated363
molecule motions. We have found moderate to strong contributions to this coupling from (i)364
low frequency modes (acoustic modes and librations), (ii) some out of plane modes and (iii)365
some combination of carbon-carbon stretching modes. When the phonon occupation num-366
ber is taken into account the strongest contributors to this coupling are the low-frequency367
modes (ω < 200 cm−1), which are responsible for typically more than 85 % of the fluctuation368
of the transfer integral at room temperature. The intuitive rationalization of the results369
remains challenging and, for this reason, we proposed a visualization of the nonlocal electron370
phonon coupling as the overlap between the gradient of the transfer integral and the normal371
modes of isolated molecules, which indeed helps explaining all the numerical observations.372
Our results suggest the possibility to enhance the performance of new materials by target-373
ing two possible strategies. Firstly, one can seek to suppress the amplitude of the normal374
modes which coincides in the direction of the gradient of the transfer integral leading to an375
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effective reduction of the nonlocal electron-phonon coupling. For example, by chemical sub-376
stitution with heavy functional groups that do not alter the packing and electronic structure,377
as proposed semi-quantitatively in Ref.21,22 Alternatively, one can promote the formation of378
molecular motifs where the gradient of the transfer integral between molecules is reduced,379
using computations like the one presented here to identify such motifs.380
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